Reference: C.N.240.2007.TREATIES-2 (Depositary Notification)

UNITED NATIONS CONVENTION ON THE LAW OF THE SEA
MONTEGO BAY, 10 DECEMBER 1982

CYPRUS: NOTIFICATION OF NOMINATION OF CONCILIATOR UNDER ARTICLE 2 OF ANNEX V AND NOTIFICATION OF ARBITRATOR UNDER ARTICLE 2 OF ANNEX VII OF THE CONVENTION

The Secretary-General of the United Nations, acting in his capacity as depositary, communicates the following:

The above action was effected on 23 February 2007.

(Original: English)

“..... the Government of Cyprus has decided to nominate Ambassador Andrew JACOVIDES as conciliator under Article 2 of Annex V (Conciliation) of the United Nations on the Law of the Sea and as arbitrator under Article 2 of Annex VII (Arbitration) of the same Convention.”

27 February 2007

1 Refer to depositary notification C.N.304.1988.TREATIES-3 of 2 February 1989 (Cyprus: Ratification).
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